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MULTIPLIERS FOR (C,K)-BOUNOEO FOURIER EXPANSIONS 

IN WEIGHTEO LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES ANO APPROXIMATION 

J. Junggeburth* 

Vediea~ed ~o P~06e~~0~ A!be~~o Go~zá!ez Vom~~guez 

on ~he oeea~ion 06 hi~ ~even~ie~h bi~~hday. 

l. INTRODUCTION. 

In [111 some first extensions of the multiplier theory as devel
oped in Banach spaces in [SI and [171 were presented for locally 
convex spaces. In view of the applications these considerations 
were essentially restricted to order-preserving operators. In the 
mean time, however, we observed that some of the given and other 
examples are also val id in a non-order-preserving setting. In this 
general frame a multiplier theory for arbitrary multiplier opera
tors has interesting new applications, in particular to weighted 
locally convex spaces. Motivated by these viewpoints we therefore 
continue our investigations in [111, this time for general multi
pliers in locally convex spaces. 

In the applications we treat projective and inductive limits, 
essentially of weighted locally convex Hausdorff spaces.The Fourier 
series are defined via classical orthogonal systéms such as the 
trigonometric system, Laguerre-, Herrnite- or ultraspherical poly
nomials. 

After giving sorne definitions and general results in Section 11, 
first of all in Section 111 rnultipliers are defined. Then sorne 
classical inequalities of approximationtheory are extended to 
locally convex spaces and the saturation problern for approxi
mation processes of multiplier operators is treated. In Section 
IV we derive a multiplier criterion via the (CK)-condition (4.3). 

* Work supported in part by DFG grant Ne 171/1 which is grate

fully acknowledged. 
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FinallySection V gives some'nontrivial new applications of this 
criterion in (weighted) locally convex spaces for Fourier ex
pansions by trigonometric and Laguerre polynomials. By similar 
consideratioDs further examples·concerning·Hermite and ultra
spherical expansions could be worked out. 

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor 
R.J, Nessel for his constant encouragementand many valuable 
suggestions. 

11. PRELIHINARIES. 

Let Z, M, P denote the set of all, of all non~negative .and of 
all positive integers, respectively; Furthermore, let R and R+ 
be the set of all real and of all positive real numbers. In the 
following (X, {pr} rd)' J being an arbitrary index set, will 

always denote a locally convex Hausdorff space whose topology T 
is gene!ated by a f~ily of filtrating seminorms, or to be short, . 

by a system of seminorms {Pr}rEJ. Let [XI be the class of all 

continuous linear operators of X into itself. A family 
{T(p)}p>o e [xl is called an (equicontinuous) approximation pro 

cess on (X, {Pr})' if for each r E J thei~ exists tE J and a 

constant M('r,;t) > O such that 

(2.1) (f E X, p > O) 

(2.2) lim Pr(T(p)f - f) O (f E X) 
p+oo 

Let (X,{p}) and (Y.{q}) be two locally convex spaces such that 
y is continuously emhedded in X. Let X be complete. With 
x:= n R+, the completion of Y relative to X is defined by 

qE{q} 
(cf . [ 31 ) 

y"'K := U 'STRJX 
REJC 

S(R):= n S (O;R ) , 
qE{q} q \ q 

where SlR1 X denotes the closure of SeR) in the X-topology and 

Sq{O;E) := {h E Y; q(h) < El. Let {f1l}IlED be a net in Ywith di-

rected domain O and Nf(Y) the class of all nets in Y whi~h con-
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verge to f in X. Then for every q E {q} 

(2.3) 

is a seminorm on y~X with 

(f E X) • 

The locally convex spaces X to be considered in the applications 
are repr~sentable as projective or inductive limits (cf. (161) 

of locally convex spaces or even Banach spaces. In treating pro

j ective limi ts, we always examine the spe~ial case X e Xr ' rE], 
with locally convex spaces' DCrI'" ,~nd the linear mappings ur:X -- Xr 
are the identity mappings. FurthetlÍl<il~~"the system of seminorms 
{Pr}r€] on X is usually given by a countable system of norms 
{ak}kEP which are in concordance . If the spaces Xk are complete 
for all k E P, we obtain the class of the complete, countably 
normed spaces (Fréchet spaces) (cf. {71) as a special das!> 0:1; 
the projective limito In the same way in our examples of induc
tive limits the linear mappings u : X --+ X are always the res-

r r 
trictions of the identity map from X to the locally convex sub-
spaces Xr e X. The topology of the inductive limit is then the 
finest locally convex topology on Xwhich induces on each Xr a 
coarser topology than the initial t~pology. Particularly, 
X = O X • the inductive limit of a mono tone increasing sequence 

m=O m 
{(Xm' Tm) }m€P of 10cal1y convex spaces, is called the countable, 
inductive iimit of the spaces (X , T ), m E P, or sometimes a m m 
countable union space. 

Let X = Ü X be the countable inductive limit of a sequence of m-O m . 
metrisable, locally convex spaces (Xm, Tm) and let Y be the strict 
inductive limit of 10cal1y convex spaces (yk, Tk) with the addi
tional property that each yk is closed in yk+l. Then a family 
{T(p)} O: X ~ Y of linear operators is equicontinuous iff to ' 

p> " k 
eaehmE P there exis'ts,a ~ = k(m) E P such that {T(p)}:Xm- y 
is equieont:inuous (ef. [16; p. 891, [1]). 

Furthermore, each closed linear operator T from a eountable in

ductive limit of B-complete locally C<l)flvex Baire spaces {Xk}k€P 
into itself is known to be continuous (ef. [1]). A corresponding 
version of the closed graph the~rem holds fo! a linear closed 
operator T of a barreled, B-complete space X into itself, espe
cially for complete countably normed sp~ces X (ef.[ 16; p. 126]). 
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I I l. G E N E RA L T H E O R Y • 

111.1 MULTIPLIERS. 

Let X be a locally convex (Hausdorff) space whose topology T is 

generated by a system {Pr}rEJ of seminorms. Furthermore, let 
{Pk}kEP e [X] be a total sequence of mutually orthogonal projec
tións on X, in short a system {Pk}, Le., ·(i) mutually orthogonal: 
PjPk = 6 jkPk , 6 jk being Kronecker's symbol, and (ii) total: Pkf=O 
for all k E P implies f=O. Then to each f E X one may associate 
its unique Fourier series expansion 

(3.1) (f E X) 

The sequence {Pk}kEP is said to be fundamental if the set rr of all 
polynomials, i.e., the set of all finite linear combinations 

n 
¿ f k with f k E Pk(X), is dense in (X, {Pr}rEJ)' 

k=O 
With w the set of all sequences '[ = {'[k}kEP of scalars, '[ E w is 
called a multiplier for X (with respect to {Pk}) if for each 
f E X there exists anelement e E X such that 

(3.2) P f '[ P f k = '[k k (k E P) 

Since {Pk} is total, e is uniquely determined by f. The class 
of all multipliers '[ for X with respect to {Pk} is denoted by 

M = M (X; { P k } ) • 

To each multiplier '[ E M there corresponds a closed linear mul
tipli_er operator T'[: X -- X, defined by T'[f = f'[. (In general 

we don't distinguish between multipliers and the corresponding 
multiplier operators). The set Me = Me(X; {Pk}) of all '[ E M 
for which the operator T'[ is continuous on X, can be identified 
with a closed subspace of [X], denoted by [X]M . In general 

e 
Me e M, but if the closed graph theorem holds on X, then Me M. 
In this case, to each r E J there exists t E J and a constant 
B(r,t) > O such that 

(3.3) (f E X) 

. and we set 

(3.4) UT'[U .- inf {B(r,t); Pr(T'[f) < B(r,t;'[)Pt{f), f E X} r,t 

.- hUM,r,t 
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If the seminorms {Pr}rE] on X are norms as in the case of coun-
tably normed spaces, then UTTI t = UTTU t ' where the Banach 

r. [xr.x] 
spaces Xt and Xr are the completions of the locally co.nvex space 
X under the JlO.l'DlS Pt and Pro respectively. 

For an arbitrary • E ~ we define 

(3.5) X. ;= {f E X; there exists an f. E X with .kPkf 

for all k E P} 

EvidenUy x. e X, and the linear operator B.; X. - X, defined 
by B.f = f. for f E X., is closed for each • E~. Furthermore, 
Pk(X) e x. for each k E p. so that B. is densely defined if 
{Pk} is fundamental on X.The operators B. are called operators of 
multiplier-type. 
It is easy .to see 

LEMMA-(3.6). (a) Under the eyetem of 

by Prl/l (f) ; = P (f) + P (B·f) 
r r 

Xl/I beoomee a ~ooa~~y oonvex eubepaoe 

ie fiZtrating and eeparating. 

eeminorme {P~}rEJ' defined 

(r E J, f E X·) 

of Xj the eyetem {P~}rEJ 

(b) If (X, {Pr}rE]) ie a oomp~ete ~ooa~ly o~nvex apaae. then 

(Xl/I, {pl/l} J) ie oomp~ete. r rE 

In contrast to the Banach space theory in arbitrary locally con
vex spaces there here exist unbounded multipliers T correspon
ding to a continuous operator TT. A simple example is the dif
ferential operator R = -i(d/dx) with eigenvalues {Ak}kEP = 
= {k}kEP which is not a continuous.multiplier operator on 
C21f (with respect to the system le1kx }) but a bounded one on 
V21f , the locally convex space of 21f-periodic infinitely dif
ferentiable test functions. 

111.2 INEQUALITIES OF JACKSON-, BERNSTEIN- AND ZAMANSKY-TYPE 
AND SATURATION. 

In the following some fundamental inequalities in approximation 
theory will be extended to locally convex spaces, and wi th these 
means the saturation problem for multiplier operators in locally 
convex s}?aces will b·e treated. 

Let +(p) be a positive, monotonely decreasing function on (O ... ) 
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with lim ~(p) O. 
p+oo 

THEOREM (3.7). Let {T(p)} O be a famiZy of muZtipZie~ ope~atd~s p> 
on ex, {p }) ao~~esponding to iT (p)} e M, and Zet 1jJ E 111. Fu~ther-r 
mo~e, let the famiZy of muZtipZie~ ope~ato~s {L(p)}p>o' glven 
via {A(p)} e Me' be equiaontinuouB on X with ~espeat to p. Then 
the aondition 

(3.8) (k E P) 

1:mpZies that to eaah r E J the~e e~ists t E J and a aonstant 
B (r, t) > O suah that the Jaakson-type inequaZity 

(3.9) ~-l(p)Pr(T(p)f - f) ~ B(r,t)pt(nWf) (f E X1jJ) 

hoZds. On the othe~ hand, the aondition 

(3.10) (k E P) 

implies the Be~nstein-type inequaZity 

(3.11) (f E X) 

and 

(3.12) (k E P) 

the Zamansky-type inequaZity 

(3.13) (f E X) 

The proofs are easy and follow analogously as those in Banach 
spaces (Cf. [6]). Indeed, (3.8) irnmediately implies (3.9) since 

(3.14 ) (fEX1jJ,p>O) 

In a similar way one may treat Bohr-type inequalities (cf. [8]) 
and the comparison problem (cf. [11], [12]). 
Let us briefly examine the saturation problem for approximation 
processes {T(p)} O' defined via multipliers {T(P)} O. Procee-p> . p> ding as in the Banach space frame (cf. [5; 1 I] and [ 17] ), we set 
for an approximation process {T(p)}p>o e [X]M 

e 
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T ;= {k E P; Tk(p) = 1 for a11 p > a} 

Under the assumption T t- Pwe postu1ate as a sufficient condition 
for the solution of the saturation prob1em; 

(3.15) L.t {T(p)} e [X)M be an approximation proaess on 
C . 

(X, {p} J) with assoaiated muZtipZiers {T(p)}. Let there 
r re: , 

exist a famiZy {n(p)} e Mc' whose assoaiated'muZtipZier op!!.. 

rators {E(PJ} form an approximation proaess on X. and a 

sequenae W E 00 with Wk # a if k é T suah that for aZZ 

P > a and k E P 

~-l(p){Tk(P) - 1} = ~knk(p) 

As {E(p)} is an approximation process, there ho1ds 1im nk(p) 
for a11 k E P so that p+oo 

(3.16) lim ~~l(p){Tk(P) - 1} = Wk 
p+oo 

(k E P) 

THEOREM (3.17). If Pr(T(p)f - f) = 0r(~(p)) for eaah r E J then 

f E U P (X), and T(p)f = f for aZZ p > O. i.e. f is an inva
me:i m 

riant eZement. 

Proof· As Pk E [X) and 

Pk{cjI-l(p}{T(p)f - f}) = $-l(p)hk(p) - 1}Pkf 

for each k E P and r E J there exists some t E J such that by 
(3.16) 

= 1im prC$-l(p){Tk(p) - l}Pkf) ~ 
p+oo 

~ B(r,t;k) 1im Pt(~-l(p){T(p)f - f}) 
p+oo 

o 

Thus ~kPkf = a for a11 k E P which imp1ies Pkf = a for k ~ T, 
whi1e for k E Tone has PkT(p)f = Pkf. Hence PkT(p)f = Pkf for 
each k E P, and the theorem is proved. 

lf, in addition. the set 

(3.18) F[Xi T(pl) ;= {f E Xi Pr(,-l(p)(T(plf - f}) 

for p+oo and each r E J} 

contains a noninvariant elemento then the approximation process 
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{T(p)} is saturated in X with order cj>(p), and F[X; T(p)] is called 
its Favard or saturation class. Such a noninvariant element always 

exists as for each k é r, r E 1 and O ~ h E Pk(X) 

Let us observe that (3.15) implies for each r E 1 

(3.19) (fEX,p>O) 

THEOREM (3.20). Given (X, {P r }re:1) suah that the aLosed gr;aph 

theorem hoLds on X. If {T(p)} satisfies (3.15), then the Favard 

aLass of {T(p)} is aharaaterized as (X~)-X and the foLLowing 

seminorms are equivaLent on F[X; T(p)]: 

(i) -1 Pr(f) + sup Pr(~ (p){T(p)f - f}) 
p>O 

(r E. J) 

(ii) q~ (f) 
r 

and (iii) sup p~(S(p)f) 
p>O r 

(t E 1) 

where {S(p)}p>O e [X]M 
e 

is an approximation proaess with S(p)(X) e 

Proof. (i) ~ (iii): On 

{S(p)}p>o = {E(p)}p>o' 
(3.19) and 

account of (3.15) one may choose 
and the assertion follows immediately by 

sup p~(E(p)f) 
p>O r 

< B(r,t)Pt(f) + sup p (~-l(p){T(p)f - f}) < 
p>O r . 

< B(r,t)[p (f) + sup P (~-l(p){T(p)f - f})]< 
s p>O s 

< B(r,t) sup p~(E(p)f) 
p>o s 

as {Pr}reJ is filtrating. 

(ii) ~ (iii): Given f E (X~)-x, there exists a net {fa}aeO e X~ 
such that p~(fa) < Rr (r E 1) for some R > O and lim p (fa-f)=O. 

r aeO r 
Obviously B~S(p) is defined and closed on X, so that 
B~S(p) E [X]M . 

e 
On X~ we have B~S(p) = S(p)B~, and therefore 

Pr(S(p)f) + lim p (B~S(p)fa) 
aeO r 

Pr(S(p)f) + lim p (S(p)B~fa) < 
aeO r 

< B(r,t)[Pt(f) + sup p (B~fa)] < 
aeO t 

< B(r,t) sup p~t(fa) 
aeO 
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Theleft side is independent of the specialchoice .of the net 
(f 13 }l3eD' and the right side is independent of p; therefore 

sup p1fl(S(p)f) .s;;; B(r,t) inf{sup p~(fa); {fa} E N~} = B(r,t)~(f). 
p>O r l3eD " " 
(lii) ,. (li): This direction is easi1y proved by examining the 
particular net {S(I3)}eeR+ e x·. 

IV. A MULTIPLIER CRITERION FOR CES~RO BOUNDED FOURIER EXPANSIONS. 

In the applications the problem arises whether a given sequence 
n = {nk}keP E (¡) is a multiplier with.respecttoa givenortho
gonal system (Pk}keP e [Xl in a lo.cally convex space (X,{Pr}rd)' 
Inthis section we obtain a fírstcrite.tionfor subclasses of 
M(X;{Pk}) by the uniform boundedness of the (C,K)-means; these 
are just the classes bv K+l,w.ell known in the .. 1it~rature<for sorne 
time, particularly in connection with the theory of diverge?t 
series. 

In the local1y convex space (X,{Pr}}.with the system of pr.ojec
tions {Pk}keP letthe (C,K)-means for K ;;;. O be defined by 

(4.1) (f E X,n E P) 

(4 •. 2) rn+l)r>K+l) 

DEFINITION (4.3). ("The (CK)-condition"). L.et K ;;;. O and (X,{p }) . r 
be compLete. The pair (X,{p } .. J}' {Pk.}8ati8fieathe (CK)-condir re 
tion. if for each r E J there exi8ts t E J and a constant 

C(r,t;K) > Osuchtha'l; 

(f E. X.n E P) 

If (4.3) is satisfied for a fixedx > O. th~n i~ follows that for 
a11 S > K 

(f E X.n E P) 

To derive an appropria te multiplier cTi terionwe introduce the 
sequence spaces bV IC+1 as subspaces of ¿tA, the set of a11 bounded 
sequences, by 
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where the (fractiona1) difference operator Aa is defined via 

(4.5) .an .. ~ -a-l 
"k ¿ Al nk+l 

1=0 

With a ;> o and n E ¿ ... the series (4.5) converges abso1ute1y. We 
sti11 remark that 1im nk = n ... exists for n E bV K+1 and 

k+ ... 

(4.6) bV K+1 e bVY+1 

Furthermore, for each n E b~K+l 

(4.7) (n E P). 

For these fundamenta1s see [17; Sec.3] and the literature cited 
there. 

THEOREM (4.8). Let (X,{Pr}rEJ)' {Pk} satis!y the (CK)-condition 
(4.3) !or some K ;> O. Then bV K+1 is continuousty embedded in 

MC(X;{Pk})~ i.e .• to each r E J there e~ists t E J and a constant 

C(r,t;K) > O such tha.t 

Proo!. Analogous1y to [5; II] or [12] we set up for an arbitrary 

f E X and n E bVK+1 

Then fn E X since by (4.3) and (4.4) ({pr} being filtrating) 

pr(fn) ~ C(r,t;K)Pt(f) I A~IAK+lnkl + In ... lpr(f) ~ 
k"O 

~ C(r,t;K)UnU b P (f) 
v K+1 s 

To prove that P fn = n P f for each n E P we consider 
n n n 

. p.(C,,).f : j O ~ if n > k 

(AK IAK)p f if n~k k-n k n 

and obtain by (4.7) that 
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AK 

P f{ ~ AK k-n .K+l } 
L k AK u nk + n~ 

n k=n 
k 

n Pf n n 

Coneerning suffieient eonditions for n E bV K+1 we refer to [5; 11] 
and [ 17; See. 3 ff] . 

To give an appÍieation, let (X, {Pr})' {Pk} satisfy (4.3) fox some 
K ~ O. Then one may eonsider the Abel-Cartwright and the Riesz 
means of (3.1), thus for a > o and A > O 

(4.9) W (p) f - L W((~)a)Pkf and R A (p) f L k a 

a k=O a, k=O 
rA((p-) )Pkf 

= { 

(1-X)A O ';;;x .;;; 1 
w(x) -x and r A (x) e 

O <x 

For eaeh a > O, A ~ K one has (cf. [ 5; II],[17; Sec;4] ) that 

(4.10) {r ((1) a)} e b A p .v K+l 

uniformly in p > O. Furthermore, 

so that eonvergence of the Abel-Cartwright and the Riesz means 
follows on TI (ef. Seco 111.1). If TI is dense in X and X barreled, 
then the families {W (p)} O and {R ,(p)} O form approximation 

a p> a,A p> 
proeesses on X. 

To determine the Favard class F[X; Wa(p)] we examine (3.15) and 
have for any a > O 

-a p 

for eaeh j E P (ef. [5; II]). 

By theorem (3.20) it therefore follows that 

For further examples of processes, also in connection with theo
rem (3.7) see [41, [SI, [61, [91. [171 and the 1i terature ci t.ed 
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there. In this direction one has the following Bernstein-type ine
quality 

THEOREM (4.11) .Let v > O. If (X,{Pr})' {Pk} satisfy the CCK)-aond.f 

tion (4.3) -for sorne K > O. then to eaah r E J there exists t E J 

and a aonstant B(r,~;K) > O suah that for aZZ poZynorniaZs 
n 

f = l Pkf E rr it foZZows that 
k=O 

n 
Pr( l kVPkf) < B(r,t;K)C 

k=O 

Proof. We reduce the proof to (3.10) with p+~ replaced by n+~. 
Let V> O and e(x) E C~ ([O,~)), the class of infinitely differ-

00 

entiable functions with compact support on [O,~), such that 

e(x) = XV if O < X < 1 and e(x) = O if X > 2. Evidently the se
quence A(n) with Ak(n) =e(k/n) belongs to bV j + 1 for each j E P 
uniformly in n E P (cf. [5; 1, II1; the dependence ofthe parameter 
n E P being of Fejér-type). Thus we choose j = [K1 + 1 with [K1 
the greatest integer less than or equal to K. Now we identify 
f k kV, .-l(n) = nV; finally, T E w with Tk(n) = (n/k)VAk(n) 

n 
is a multiplier on X. Particularly, for f l Pkf we have 

k=O 
by (3.11) as Tk(n) if k < n 

n 

Pr(kIo(k/n)V Pkf ) p (l Ak(n)Pkf) < B(r,t;K)"A"b Pt(f), 
r k=O v j +1 

and the theorem is proved with C = "A"b 
vj+l 

V. APPLICATIONS TO CESARO BOUNDED ORTHOGONAL SYSTEMS. 

V.l. TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES. 

As a first example we treat trigonometric expansions in weighted 

locally convex spaces of 2n-periodic functions. Here theorem 
(5.2) (cf. [141) gives necessary and sufficient conditions upon 

the weight functions Ur(x) such that the (C,l)-means of the 
Fourier series expansion satisfy condition (4.3). This in turn 

determines examples of locally convex spaces X~,J and X~,J for 
which the (CK)-condition is satisfied for K = 1 but not for 

K = O. 

Let the system {Pk}kEP be defined by 
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(5.1) 

f~(k) denoting the usual Fourier eoeffieients 

fA (k) (k E Z) 

THEOREM (5.2). (14; p. 223/224]: Assume that 1 ~ p <~. f(x) is 

integrabZe on (0,2w]. Ur(x) ~ O. f(x) and Ur(x) have period 2w. 
Then the foZZowing ar. equivaZent: 

(5.3) lim J2W I (e, l)nf(x) - f(x) IPu (x)dx = ° 
n+~ o r 

for every funation f satisfying aP(f) := (f 2W lf(X) IPu (x)dx)l/p<~. 
r o r 

(5.4) J2W I(e,1) f(x)IPU (x)dx ~ e f2w lf(x)I PU (x)dx , o n r Po r 

the aonstant e being independent of f and n. 
P 

(5.5) 

A 
P 

Al 

Por every intervaZ 1 with 111 ~ 2w (111 the Zength of 1) 

one has with a aonstant K. independent of 1, 

: = f u (x)dx (f (U (y)]-l/(p-l)dy)p-l ~ KIII P 
1 r 1 r 

(1 < P <~) 

: = f u (x)dx ess sup(U (y)]-l ~ Kili 
1 r y€I r 

(p=1) 

REMARK. In the aase 1 < p < ~ one may repZaae the (e,l)-means in 

theorem (5.2) by the usuaZ partiaZ sums S (f ;x) (ef. (10]). 
n 

LEMMA (5.6). Por every subintervaZ 1 e R the weights Ur(x) = Ixlr 
satisfy the aondition 

A 
P 

Al 

with a aonstant 

In view of the 

(5.7) 

~ KIII P if -1 < r < p-l 

~ Kili if -1 < r ~ ° 
K = K(r,p) independent of 

estimate 

2 <; sin x/2 <; 1 
ir x/2 

Lemma (5.6) immediately implies 

(1 < p < 00) 

(p=l ) 

1. 

XE[O,w] 
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LEMMA (5.8). The weight funotions 

satisfy (5.5) for 

-1 < r < p-l 

-1 < r .;;; O 

if 

if 

(x E R) 

p = 1 

Let us observe that on the fundamental interval [-n,n] the func
tions Ur(x) have to be defined here such that they are symmetric 
in some neighborhood of its singularities and zeroS. 

Via the weights Ur(x) of Lemma (5.8) we define the Banach spaces 

(5.9) 

(1 .;;; p < <lO) 

1 as subspaces of L2n . We have in the sense of continuous embedding 

(5.10) r E (-1, p- 1 ), 1 .;;; p < 00 

and L;w is dense in x~;p. Therefore the 
defined in (5.1), are continuous, total 
for all rE (-l,p-l). 

projections Pk , k E P, 
and fundamental on Xr,p 

2w 

Given some open interval ] e (-l,p-l), by 

(5.11) xP .= n xr,p 
D,]· re:] 2w 

and x~ ] := U 
, re:] 

(1 .;;; p < 00) 

there are defined locally convex spaces in which the (CK)-condi
tion (4.3) holds with K=l for p=l and by [10] even with K=O for 
1 < P < <lO. 

Evidently, for p=l the (C,O)-means are not equicontinuous on 
1 1 xD,] or XV,] as the example 

shows. Indeed, one has (n~<lO) 

D (x) 
n . 

n 
1/2 + I cos kx 

k=l 

a1 (S (f ¡x)) > (1/2)OS (sgn D ¡x)ft 1 r n n n n L 
O (log n) . 

2w 
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Under the system of norms {a~}r€J which are in concordance, X~,J 
1 ~ P <~, is a countably normed, barreled and B-complete 
Hausdorff space, metrisable but not normable. As theclosed 

theorem holds we have Me(X~,J ; {Pk}) = M(X~,J ; {Pk}). On 

graph 
each 

xr,p e Ll 
211 211' r E (-l,p-l), and therefore on XDP J and x: J the sys-, , 

tem {Pk}k€P is continuous, fundamental, total and mutually ortho-
gonal. . 

X:,J ' 1 ~ P <~, is a countable strict inductive limit, complete, 
barreled and Hausdorff but not metriSJible and not necessary B-com 
plete; however by the closed graph theorem we have Me = M. 

Let us conclude with an application of Theorem (4.11) in connec
tion with the spaces (5.11). and weights (5.8). 

COROLLARY (5.12). Let v> O. Then to each rE (-l,p-l) there 

exists a t E (-l,p-l) such that for each trigonometric poLynomiaL 

~ cke ikX () ¿ with some constant D r,t;K,v > O 
k=-n 

V.2. LAGUERRE SERIES. 

Let LP(O,~), 1 ~ p <~, denote the usual Lebesgue spaces (with 
respect to ordinary Lebesgue measure) of functions for w~lich the 
nO'l'ms 

(1 ~ p < "') 

are finite. LP1 (O,"') denotes the set of functions which belong 
oc 

locally to LP(O,"'), i.e. on every compact subset of (O,"'). 

With the weight functions, defined on (O,"') for som~(fixed) 
a > -1 

(5.13) (b, r E ~) 

let us introduce the Banach spaces 
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(5.14) xP := {f E LP (O ~). 
b,r loe ' , 

Then for every open subset J e R, by 

(5.15) X~,J .- n 
rEJ 

xP 
b,r 

and X~,J .- U 
rEJ 

xP 
b,r 

(1 .;;; p < 00) 

locally convex spaces are defined in which considerations analo
gous to V.l are valido Therefore the closed graph theorem holds 

so that each multiplier T is continuous. Obviously these and the 
following considerations are als'o truefor a variation of the p,e. 

_rameter b in an open set J e R or of the pair (b, r) in an open 

J e R2 • 

Let L~(X), a> -1, denote the kth Laguerre polynomial given via 

( -a-l sx 1 - s ) exp ( - 1 _ s ) 

Then to each f E X~,J or f E X~,J' respectively, one may associ
ate its (well-defined) (cf. [15;, p .171) Laguerre seriesexpansion 

(5.16) 

where 

(5.17) 

f - L 
k=O 

a 
These projections {Pk}kEP form a total, fundamental and mutually 

orthogonal system on X~ J and X~ J' With the results in [131 and 
[151 we determine now open inter~als J = J(K,p) e R such that on 

X~,J and X~,J the (CK)-condition (4.3) holds with r .;;; t, r,t E J 
for K=l; but (4.3) isn't valid with K=O for al1 r E J and any 

choice of t E J. This is an immediate consequence of the fact 

that the conditions about the parameters b and r in [131 conce~ 

ning (C,O)-summability are sharp. However, it was not 
Muckenhoupt's aim to study summability conditions in a locally 

convex frame. In particular for a > -1/2 and 

(5.18) 1/4 - l/p < b < 3/4 - l/p (1 .;;; p < ~) 

one has the following intervals J(K,p) for the parameter r: 
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(5.19) for K=O J(O,p) { 
(1/4 - 1/:,3/4 - l/p), pE [4/3,4] 

VJ ,p~[4/3,4] 

In case K=O the restriction r < t, r,tE J, is necessary for p=4/3 
and p=4. Thus, if p ~ [4/3,4], then the (C,O)-means are not equi

continuous on X~,J or X~,J respectively. On the other hand, 

(5.20) for K=l J (1 ,p) j (-1/(3p) - 5/4, 7/4 - l/p), 1.;;;; p < 4/3 
(-l/p - 3/4 7/4 - l/p), 4/3 .;;;; p .;;;; 4 
(-l/p - 3/4 19/12 - 1/(3p)), 4 < p <-

Furthermore, for b=r, el > -1, in (5.13), Le. 

U (x) = xel / 2xr exp(-x/2) there are other open intervals J(l,p) r,r 
(cL [15, p. 111) such that the (C,l)-means, but not the (C,O)-

means are equicontinuous on X~.J or X~,J' 1 .;;;; p < ., respecti
vely, namely 

I 
-1/p-min(Cl./2,1/4) 

(5.21) 
-2/(3p) - 1/2 < r 

<r< 

< 7/6 -

- l/p + min(el/2,1/4)] 
. (l';;;;p<-) 

2/(3p) 

So (5.20) means, in the case .;;;; p < 4/3, for example, that to 
'each r E (-1/(3p) - 5/4, 7/4 - l/p) and each t E [r, 7/4 - 1/p). 
there exists a constant C(r,t) > O such that 

WbP ((C,l) f) .;;;; C(r,t)wbP t{f) 
. ,r n , 

3/2 

1 

3/4 

1/2 

r (p) 

19/12 

(f E X~,J or f E X~,J) 
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The figure gives the upper and lower bounds of the parameter 

1" = r(p) of conditions(5.19), (5.20) which determine the allow
able intervals J({),p) and J(l,p). 

Obviously J(O,p) e J(l,p), and'the restriction r ~ t in (5.18) -
(5.20) may not be omitted. In the case K=l the parameter r gener- . 
a.Ily still depends on the parameter b = b(a,p). 

Further examples of weighted locally convex spaces' with the mo
. re g;eneral weight functions Ub,r(x). qf(5.13) may be derived 
from the results in [131 and [151 by variation of the parameters 
b and r under the gi~en r8strictions. 

Correspondingly one may treat Hermite expansions in suitable 

weigh ted funct ions spaces (cf. [111, ["121) us ing resul ts of [131 
and [151 . al- ultraspherical expansions by táking inductive and 

projective limits with respect to the parameter p E [l,co) 
(cf. [21, [121). So me examples of domains J valid for Hermite 
expansions are given in [11; cf. (3.5) and (3.6)1 in the order
preserving case, but they are valid on spaces analogous to 
(5.15) als() in the general case. One can obtain,further examples 
of locally convex spaces satisfying the conditian(4.3) from the 

examples in V.l and V.2 by forming countably normed spaces and 
inductive limits with respect to the free parameters in an open 
set A, for example in V.2 with p E A e [l,co) 

XD,A n xg J and Xv A := u P", . or . - XD,j' 
pe:A , , pe:A 

1 U X~,J XV,A := 
pe:A 

In the last case the closed graph theorem may fail on X~ A as 
. , ' 

this inductive limit is not countable, and hence one may then 
get Me e M with proper inclusion. 
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